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SKYPE for International Clients:

Skype is a program that you can download to your computer that allows you to use the internet
to conduct video-and-voice, or voice-only, calls with anyone else in the world that also has Skype.
You can download the program for free.
Using Skype to call another computer is free.

For clients who Paul has determined have a non-human entity issue, communication is essential.
Conducting sessions over email is labor-intensive and not effective for two-way conversation.
Phone contact can be prohibitively expensive for international clients.
International clients who have a non-human entity issue will have to have access to Skype
(or be able to call Paul) to facilitate the lengthy communications.
What you will need to use SKYPE
1. To be able to talk you will need at the very least:
• Internet access
• A desk top or laptop computer with built-in or external speakers, or a headset

2. If you also want video to see Paul and for Paul to see you, then you will also need one of the following:
• A computer with a built -in video camera, or...
• A plug-in video camera for the computer (if that computer does not have a built-in camera)
3. If you do not have your own computer and/or internet access,
here are other ways you may be able to use SKYPE:
• A smart phone with internet access; all you have to do is get a SKYPE account.
Then you could use the internet, talk, and send video all at the same time.
Or...
• Find out if you have a friend, relative or acquaintance that is willing to give you access
and privacy to use their SKYPE capability.
If necessary, they can set up a SKYPE account using the directions given here.
How to get and use a SKYPE account
1. Use a web browser to go to www.skype.com and download the program.

2. Follow the online instructions on the SKYPE website to establish your own account.

3. Before you schedule your session with Paul:
test out your setup with someone else who has SKYPE
to make sure you have two-way communications.

4. When you schedule a session with Paul, he will ask for the SKYPE name
from the account you created.

5. Paul will send a contact request to your account that you will have to click on
to approve his incoming SKYPE call.

Advantages of SKYPE
Using SKYPE will make your work with Paul much easier, faster and a richer experience.
If you don’t already have SKYPE, the amount of effort you put into getting it will be well worth your time.
Depending on the type of entity problem you have, Paul may determine that your case
would be too time consuming to work if you don’t have access to SKYPE (or a smart phone).
The program itself is free to download and use, and making calls to another computer is free.

